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Introduction: Corneal ectasia leads to progressive irregular corneal curvature and reduced visual acuity.
Objective: To assess the safety and effectiveness of corneal collagen cross-linking (CXL) for managing corneal ectasia resulting from 
refractive laser surgery (RSL).
Methods: A systematic review and meta-analysis were realized according to PRISMA guidelines. We searched PubMed, EMBASE, 
Cochrane, and Web of Science databases for studies on CXL in patients with ectasia after RLS. The outcomes of interest included 
visual acuity, refractive outcomes, topographic parameters (Kmax, index surface variance (ISV), index of Vertical Asymmetry (IVA), 
keratoconus index (KI), central keratoconus index (CKI), index of height asymmetry (IHA), index of height decentration (IHD) and 
Rmin (minimum sagittal curvature)), central corneal thickness, endothelial cell count, and possible adverse events. Statistical analysis 
was performed using the R software (version 4.2.3, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Results: 15 studies encompassing 421 patients (512 eyes) were included. The mean age was 32.03 ± 4.4 years. The pooled results 
showed a stable uncorrected visual acuity post-CXL, with a significant improvement in corrected distance visual acuity (SMD = 0.09; 
95% CI: −0.07 to 0.26). The spherical equivalent decreased significantly (SMD = −0.09; 95% CI: −0.35, −0.02). The topographic 
parameter Kmax decreased significantly (SMD = 0.15; 95% CI:0.01 to 0.28); however, the other parameters, ISV, IVA, KI, CKI, IHA, 
IHD, and Rmin, did not change significantly. Central corneal thickness decreased significantly (SMD = 0.24; 95% CI:0.07 to 0.41), 
and the endothelial cell count remained stable The complications were rare.
Conclusion: CXL is a safe and effective technique for managing corneal ectasia after RLS.
Keywords: cross-linking, corneal ectasia, laser refractive surgery, meta-analysis, systematic review

Introduction
Corneal ectasia is a rare but potentially vision-threatening complication that may occur after refractive laser surgery 
(RSL), leading to deterioration of visual acuity and the need for additional treatment.1–3 Ectatic corneal diseases 
encompass conditions marked by gradual thinning and bulging of the corneal structure.4 This condition leads to irregular 
astigmatism (corneal distortion) and subsequent decrease in visual acuity.5 This may occur within weeks or even 45 
months of the surgical procedure.6 Post-refractive ectasia was extremely rare in eyes without risk factors for PRK 
(0.020%), LASIK (0.090%), or SMILE (0.011%) per 100,000 eyes. The overall incidence was low even when including 
eyes with preoperative risk factors: 0.025% for PRK, 0.100% for LASIK, and 0.020% for SMILE per 100,000 eyes.7 

A retrospective study of 30,000 LASIK cases revealed that the risk of postoperative corneal ectasia after LASIK is equal 
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to or lower than the risk of developing keratoconus without LASIK.8,9 This suggests that corneal ectasia following RLS 
may occur by chance, even without such surgery. Furthermore, post-RLS ectasia causes have not been completely 
elucidated, but many risk factors have been described, such as personal/family history of keratoconus, younger age, 
abnormal corneal topography and tomography, high myopia, low residual stromal bed, excessive stromal ablation, high 
percentage of tissue altered, deep primary keratotomy leading to a thick corneal flap, forme fruste keratoconus, pellucid 
marginal degeneration, lamellar procedures, deeper ablations and low preoperative corneal thickness.10–18

Current treatment options for visual rehabilitation include rigid contact lenses, penetrating or lamellar keratoplasty, 
intrastromal corneal ring segments, and corneal collagen cross-linking (CXL).19–22 This method increases the biomecha-
nical stability and stiffness of the cornea in a photochemical process by adding additional polymer bands between the 
collagen fibers using ultraviolet (UV) light and riboflavin.23–25 As a consequence, additional covalent bonds are formed 
between collagen molecules, stabilizing the collagen structure.25 To date, few studies have evaluated the use of CXL for 
treating corneal ectasia after refractive surgery, and the available results do not show good congruence. As it is a rare 
complication, the number of patients included in these studies was low. The last meta-analysis produced on the subject 
was in 2017,26 and since then, there have been results from new high-impact clinical trials with more significant sample 
numbers. Hence, a new meta-analysis is essential to consolidate the findings from past and recent studies.

This systematic review and meta-analysis aimed to assess CXL’s safety and efficacy in addressing corneal ectasia 
after RLS.

Methods
Search Strategy and Data Extraction
The protocol for this systematic review of the literature on CXL therapy in cases of corneal ectasia after RLS was registered in the 
PROSPERO International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (CRD42023452904). We followed the Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines for data extraction.27 The terms (“Corneal 
Collagen Cross Linking” OR “Corneal Cross Linking” OR “Corneal” OR “Epi off Corneal Cross Linking” OR “Epi off CXL” 
OR “Epi on CXL” OR “Epi-off Corneal” OR “Cross-Linking” OR “Epi-off CXL” OR “Epi-on CXL” OR “Epithelium off 
Corneal Cross Linking” OR “Epithelium off CXL” OR “Epithelium on Corneal Cross Linking” OR “Epithelium on CXL” OR 
“Epithelium-off Corneal Cross-Linking” OR “Epithelium-off Corneal” OR “Cross-Linkings” OR “Epithelium-off CXL” OR 
“Epithelium-on Corneal Cross-Linking” OR “Epithelium-on CXL” OR “Transepithelial Corneal Cross Linking” OR 
“Transepithelial Corneal Cross-Linking” OR “Transepithelial CXL” OR “crosslinking” OR “cross-linking”) AND (“post- 
LASIK keratectasia” OR “Postoperative Ectasia” OR “keratectasia” OR “corneal ectasia” OR “Post-LASIK ectasia”) AND 
(“Keratorefractive Surgical Procedure” OR “Keratorefractive Surgical Procedures” OR “Refractive Surgeries” OR “Refractive 
Surgery” OR “Refractive Surgical Procedure”) were used for the search. Search terms were used to query the PubMed, Embase, 
Cochrane, and Web of Science databases. The searches started on July 20, 2023, and ended on August 20, 2023. References from 
all the included studies, previous systematic reviews, and meta-analyses were manually searched for additional studies. Two 
authors (A.H. and L.C.) independently extracted data using predefined search criteria and quality assessment. The full articles of 
eligible publications were then scrutinized. Only trials that met the following criteria were included in the meta-analysis.

Eligibility Criteria
Inclusion in this meta-analysis was restricted to studies that met all the following eligibility criteria: (1) human study; (2) 
participants: patients with corneal ectasia after RLS, defined as progressive corneal curvature steepening, increasing 
myopia and astigmatism, and loss of visual acuity postoperative;18,28 (3) intervention: CXL; (4) at least one or more 
clinical outcomes representing intraoperative and/or postoperative outcome parameters must be assessed and published; 
and (5) design: randomized clinical trials (RCT) or non-randomized cohorts, and studies were included only if they 
reported any of the clinical outcomes of interest. We excluded studies with (1) animal studies or cadaver subjects and (2) 
studies that were not published in English.
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Outcomes
Our study aimed to evaluate multiple outcomes, encompassing the endpoints of (1) visual acuity outcomes with corrected 
distance visual acuity (CDVA) and uncorrected distance visual acuity (UCVA); (2) refractive outcome with Spherical 
Equivalent (SE); (3) topographic and tomographic parameter outcomes with Kmax, Index surface variance (ISV), Index 
of Vertical Asymmetry (IVA), Keratoconus Index (KI), Center Keratoconus Index (CKI), Index of Height Asymmetry 
(IHA), Index of Height Decentration (IHD), and minimum sagittal curvature (Rmin); (4) endothelial cell count (EEC), 
central corneal thickness (CCT); and (5) serious complications.

Data Extraction
Two reviewers (L.C. and A.M.) independently evaluated the quality of the citations and extracted data. Any disagree-
ments were resolved by another reviewer (D.A). The following information was extracted: name of first author, year of 
publication, trial location, research design, number of eyes, mean patient age, sex proportion, follow-up duration, and 
type of refractive surgery.

Adverse events and complications encompassed those possibly related to the procedure, such as epithelial ingrowth, 
infectious keratitis, flap margin elevation, retinal damage, persistent corneal edema, corneal scarring, and cataract 
formation in the patient population.

Statistical Analysis
This systematic review and meta-analysis were performed using the Cochrane Collaboration and Preferred Reporting Items 
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement guidelines.27 Relative risk (RR) with 95% confidence 
intervals was used to compare treatment effects for categorical outcomes. Continuous outcomes were compared using 
standardized mean differences (SMD). Outcomes were measured as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical 
significance was set than 0.05. Cochran’s Q-test and I2 statistics were used to assess heterogeneity, and I2 > 50% indicated 
substantial heterogeneity. We used a random-effects model for outcomes with significant heterogeneity. Statistical analysis 
was performed using the R software (version 4.2.3, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results
Study Selection and Baseline Characteristics
As detailed in Figure 1, we found 1324 articles, with 225 articles in PubMed, 493 in Embase, 606 in Web of Science, and 
23 in Cochrane databases. Of these, 785 duplicates were excluded from the analysis. After removing duplicate records 
and ineligible studies, 31 studies remained and were thoroughly reviewed based on inclusion criteria. Eighteen articles 
were excluded based on these criteria. Finally, 15 studies were included in this review, including four RCTs29–32 and 
eleven non-randomized cohorts.33–43

We analyzed 421 patients, including 512 eyes diagnosed with post-laser corneal ectasia. The sample sizes of these 
trials ranged from 11 to 91. These trials were performed in eight countries (three in the United States; two in China, 
Egypt, and Switzerland; and one in Australia, Germany, Lebanon, and Turkey). Eleven trials reported that their patients 
were followed-up for 12 months or more post-CXL. The mean age of the studies that provided this information was 
43.05 ± 11.6 years old with range (20–67). The characteristics of other studies are listed in Table 1.

Visual Acuity and Refractive Outcomes
Visual acuity was recorded and analyzed as the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) value. 
Compared to the preoperative baseline, there was no significant difference in UCVA after the CXL procedure (SMD = 
0.09; 95% CI: −0.07, 0.26; Figure 2), and no statistically significant heterogeneity between studies was identified (P = 
0.64, I2 = 0%). However, compared with the preoperative values, the CDVA significantly improved post-CXL (SMD = 
0.33; 95% CI:0.12 to 0.54; Figure 3), and heterogeneity was observed (P < 0.01, I2 = 54%).

Compared to the preoperative baseline, SE significantly decreased after the CXL procedure (SMD = −0.09; 95% CI: 
−0.35 − −0.02; Figure 4), and no statistically significant heterogeneity between studies was identified (P = 0.82, I2 = 0%).
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Topographic Results
Kmax significantly decreased after corneal CXL treatment (SMD = 0.15; 95% CI:0.01 0.28; Figure 5). No heterogeneity 
was observed (P = 0.94, I2 = 0%). However, ISV did not exhibit a significant difference post-CXL (SMD = 0.15; 95% CI: 
−0.24, 0.54; Figure 6), with no observed heterogeneity (P = 0.51, I2 = 0%). Similarly, the IVA did not show a significant 
difference post-CXL (SMD = 0.03; 95% CI: −0.35, 0.42; Figure 7), and there was no heterogeneity (P = 0.38, I2 = 0%). 
KI also demonstrated no significant difference post-CXL (SMD = −0.02; 95% CI: −0.40 0.37; Figure 8), and no 
heterogeneity was observed (P = 0.99, I2 = 0%). In contrast, CKI showed no significant difference post-CXL (SMD = 

Figure 1 Flow diagram of study selection.
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−0.73; 95% CI: −2.79 1.32; Figure 9), but heterogeneity was present (P < 0.01, I2 = 93%). Rmin did not show significant 
changes post-CXL (SMD = −0.12; 95% CI: −0.51, 0.26; Figure 10), and there was no heterogeneity (P = 0.83, I2 = 93%). 
The IHA did not differ significantly post-CXL (SMD = −0.21; 95% CI: −0.18, 0.59; Figure 11), and there was no 
heterogeneity (P = 0.65, I2 = 0%). Lastly, IHD did not show significant differences post-CXL (SMD = 1.13; 95% CI: 
−1.01 to 3.27; Figure 12), but heterogeneity was observed (P < 0.01, I2 = 92%).

Central Corneal Thickness and Endothelial Cell Count
The analysis of these data revealed that the pre- and post-CXL value differences in CCT were statistically significant 
(SMD = 0.24; 95% CI:0.07 to 0.41; Figure 13), with decreased values after treatment.

Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of the Studies Included

Author Year Country Design Eyes Mean Age (Years) Male/Female Duration (Months)

Salgado33 2011 Germany Prospective 20 38.4 (27–51) 9/6 12 month

Li G34 2012 China Prospective 11 27.4 (20–36) 5/6 12 month

Richoz35 2013 Switzerland Retrospective 26 35 (23–46) 18/8 25 ± 13 month

Hallahan29 2014 United States RCT 27 NA 17/10 3 month

Yildirim36 2014 Turkey Retrospective 20 34 (25–45) 7/7 42 ± 7 month

Tong37 2017 Australia Retrospective 14 NA 5/6 NA

Hersh30 2017 United States RCT 91 NA 33/58 12 month

Khairy31 2019 Egypt RCT 54 NA NA 12 month

Tian38 2021 China Prospective 25 NA 19/6 NA

Chanbour39 2021 Lebanon Retrospective 54 NA 26/28 36 month

Nasef40 2022 Egypt Retrospective 21 NA 3/8 24 month

Margines41 2023 United States Prospective 82 42.8 (21–67) NA 60 month

Rocha32 2014 Switzerland RCT 14 NA NA 3 month

Marino42 2015 Brazil Prospective 40 33.8 (24–52) 15/9 24 month

Vinciguerra43 2010 Italy Prospective 13 42 (30–59) 6/3 12 month

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized clinical trial; NA, not applicable.

Figure 2 UCVA forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslining; SMD, standardized mean difference.
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The difference in EEC was not statistically significant (SMD = 0.05; 95% CI: −0.15 to 0.26; Figure 14). Additionally, 
no statistically significant heterogeneity between studies was identified in the comparison of CCT (P = 0.58, I2 = 0%) and 
EEC (P = 0.10, I2 = 49%).

Adverse Events and Complications
The outcomes of severe complications are illustrated in Figure 15. A solitary instance of a serious complication emerged 
from one study, specifically a case involving epithelial ingrowth beneath the LASIK flap. Consequently, these findings 
indicate an aggregate occurrence rate of 0% (accompanied by a 95% confidence interval ranging from 0% to 1%). It is 
worth noting that there was no statistically significant variance among the studies (P = 1.00, I² = 0%).

Discussion
Following the introduction of corneal collagen cross-linking in the treatment of keratoconus in 2003, many researchers 
have demonstrated the possibility of using CXL to slow or prevent corneal ectasia progression.23,44–49 Removal of the 
corneal epithelium remains essential with the current techniques and technology but raises the possibility of adverse 

Figure 3 CDVA forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 4 SE forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.
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events and complications such as infections and reduced corneal transparency.2,50 Therefore, this is an updated meta- 
analysis of epi-off CXL for corneal ectasia following refractive surgery.

In our systematic review and meta-analysis encompassing 15 studies with 421 patients, we assessed the safety and 
efficacy of CXL for treating corneal ectasia following RSL. Compared to a meta-analysis involving 118 patients, our 
analysis included additional outcome measures such as SE, IVA, CKI, IHA, ISV, and IHD. In contrast to the previous 

Figure 6 ISV forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 7 IVA forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 5 Kmax forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.
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Figure 8 KI forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 9 CKI forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 10 Rmin forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 11 IHA forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.
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meta-analysis, our findings revealed improved results for Kmax and SE values and reduced in CCT post-CXL. Other 
outcomes analyzed in the previous study remained consistent.

The benefit of visual acuity improvement appears to be the leading indicator of CXL treatment. Although the UCVA 
remained stable, CDVA improved significantly. In this context, Hersch et al reported that CDVA improved by 1–9 letters 
in 32 (44%) eyes and by ten or more letters in 23 (32%) eyes after 12 months of follow-up. Potential explanations for the 
enhancement in CDVA, as opposed to UDVA, following CXL could be attributed to the effect of CXL on improving 
corneal anterior surface regularity and potentially facilitating partial repositioning of the optical zone. Similar findings 
have been reported in the context of keratoconus post-crosslinking treatment.51

Figure 12 IHD forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 13 EEC forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Figure 14 CCT forest plot. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking; SMD, standardized mean difference.
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SE analyses are essential for evaluating refractive outcomes following corneal cross-linking in post-refractive surgery 
corneal ectasia. The results show a statistically significant decrease in SE after CXL, indicating a beneficial impact on 
refractive error, similar to other systematic reviews of CXL.52 This reduction in SE suggests that CXL contributes to the 
correction of defocus and possibly higher-order aberrations due to improvements in the corneal surface, which are critical 
for achieving better visual acuity. This can be explained by corneal flattening resulting from CXL. This flattening is 
associated with potential myopia correction. However, its effect on hypermetropia remains a subject of ongoing debate.53 

Furthermore, the heterogeneity was low, unlike in other studies that compared SE with CXL treatment.25

Analysis of the topographic results further supports the positive impact of CXL on corneal anatomy. Significant 
reductions in parameters, such as Kmax, indicate flattening of the corneal curvature and might improve refractive and 
visual outcomes.54 One possible explanation for these differences in the outcomes is the specific focus and sensitivity of 
each parameter. Parameters such as Kmax are directly related to corneal curvature and astigmatism; thus, changes in 
these parameters are likely to be clinically significant and readily detectable.55 In contrast, other indices such as ISV and 
IVA may be more subtle and less responsive to the effects of CXL, particularly in cases where extreme changes in 
surface variance or vertical asymmetry do not primarily characterize ectasia. Additionally, individual patient variability 
and heterogeneity of corneal ectasia patterns could contribute to the lack of significant changes in specific parameters. 
Corneas with different ectatic patterns may respond differently to CXL, and this diversity could attenuate the observed 
effects on specific indices.56 Furthermore, because simulated keratometry does not consider the total corneal surface, we 
considered the Klyce57–60 and Ambrósio61 indices of keratoconus. The CKI decreased with decreasing severity of central 
keratoconus. This augmentation may be consistent with the fact that ectatic corneas after excimer laser refractive surgery 
may have the most pronounced curvature changes near the center and that CXL may result in improvements in this 
central corneal area, where the deepest ablation and tissue removal are found. Therefore, there seemed to be 
a stabilization of corneal curvature and a trend towards central flattening, leading to an enhanced refractive outcome.

In contrast to the previous meta-analysis, this analysis revealed a statistically significant decrease in CCT after CXL. 
This occurs because of the regularization of epithelium and compaction of the collagen lamellae in the corneal stroma. 
Similar results have been reported for keratoconus after postoperative crosslinking.62,63 The lack of statistical hetero-
geneity in this outcome enhanced the reliability of this finding, indicating consistency across the included studies. 
Conversely, the evaluation of the EEC did not show a statistically significant change after CXL. The stability in EEC 
implies that the CXL procedure does not harm endothelial cells, which are essential for maintaining corneal 

Figure 15 Serious Complications rates. 
Abbreviations: I2, heterogeneity; p, p-value; Pre-CXL, before crosslinking; Post-CXL, after crosslinking.
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deturgescence and transparency, as well as in previous studies.35,64 The moderate heterogeneity observed in this result 
suggests that variations in study methodologies and patient populations may play a role in changes in EEC.

The observed results in parameters like Kmax value (showing tissue applanation) are likely due to the improved 
biomechanical stability of the cornea after CXL, a trend consistent with findings in primary keratoconus patients 
undergoing similar treatment.23,34 Another study noted corneal changes after CXL in a comparable manner, though 
less pronounced, in eyes with keratoconus.43,46 However, contrasting results emerged from a different study, where the 
progression rate post-CXL was notably higher in patients with ectasia compared to those with keratoconus over three 
years.39 Additionally, in another investigation, CDVA and Kmax were inferior in patients with ectasia compared to 
keratoconus patients after CXL.65 This discrepancy may be attributed to heightened variability in the timeline of changes 
in ectasia patients compared to those with keratoconus. The underlying cause of these potential differences between 
keratoconus and post-RSL ectatic corneas remains unclear. Various factors, such as biomechanical disparities introduced 
by the LASIK flap, possible differences in riboflavin diffusion rates in post-LASIK corneas (especially at the flap 
interface), and intrinsic pathophysiologic distinctions between keratoconus and post-RSL ectasia may contribute to the 
varied responses to CXL observed in these groups.65 To gain a more comprehensive understanding of these differences 
and determine which is more stable between eyes with keratoconus and eyes with corneal ectasia after RLS, further 
research involving a more significant number of eyes is essential.

Some investigations of ectasia risk factors have shown it is necessary. LASIK surgery may compromise the cornea’s 
structural integrity by diminishing the total load-bearing tissue available and reallocating the load-bearing duty to the 
structurally less robust posterior stromal layer of the cornea.66 The eye asymmetry scoring67 and the presence of 
abnormal topography are the other risk factors for ectasia.68–70 The Belin-Ambrosio Enhanced Ectasia Display (BAD) 
uses nine specific parameters, including elevation and pachymetry data, to generate a “D value”. This value identifies 
patients at risk for keratoconus or conditions like keratoconus who might not be suitable for refractive surgery or may 
have a poor prognosis.70 The BAD provides an exhaustive perspective on the corneal tomography architecture, thereby 
enabling the identification of such patients via a holistic examination. Thus, factors including the topographic abnorm-
ality, percentage tissue altered, residual stromal thickness, inferior-superior index of the sagittal map, Bellin Ambrosio 
display data, and information from the thickness curve map are acknowledged risk factors for ectasia development.68,69,71 

However, our investigation into this topic was constrained by inconsistent data availability across the analyzed studies. 
The lack of detailed information about this data in many of the included studies limited our ability to delve deeper into 
understanding these risk factors’ role in CXL treatment. Due to this, it is necessary future research that consistently 
incorporates these metrics, allowing for more robust analyses and more definitive conclusions about the causes of ectasia 
after RLS and different prognoses after CXL.

CXL for corneal ectasia after RLS proved to be a safe procedure, with an extremely low complication rate. The 
absence of statistically significant variance among the studies suggests that complications after CXL are relatively rare 
and are not significantly affected by variations in the study methodologies. Most CXL complications are caused by 
corneal epithelial removal. Innovative protocol modifications are used to improve safety and efficacy without the need for 
epithelial removal and to expand indications in thinner corneas.64,72–77 We look forward to reviewing the results of these 
new techniques and technologies shortly.

Our meta-analysis had limitations and biases due to the quality of the selected studies. While the results of this meta- 
analysis provide valuable insights into the safety and efficacy of corneal collagen cross-linking for treating post-refractive 
surgery corneal ectasia, it is essential to consider the limitations of this study. As corneal ectasia after refractive surgery 
has a low occurrence, our analysis included a relatively small number of studies and patients. Although the inclusion of 
15 studies is a strength, a larger dataset would provide more robust and generalizable conclusions. The presence of 
heterogeneity in some outcomes, such as CKI, IHD, and EEC, suggests variability in treatment responses across studies. 
This variability could be influenced by factors, such as variations in CXL protocols, patient populations, and study 
methodologies. Many studies included in this analysis reported follow-up periods ≥ 12 months. However, long-term 
outcomes beyond the follow-up period were not assessed. It is essential to evaluate the stability of CXL effects over an 
extended period. The possibility of publication bias cannot be ruled out, as studies with positive or significant results may 
be more likely to be published, whereas studies with negative or non-significant findings may not. This bias may have 
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affected the overall conclusions of the meta-analysis. Different studies may have employed variations in CXL protocols, 
such as the type of riboflavin used, ultraviolet light intensity, and duration of treatment. These variations can influence 
treatment outcomes and introduce heterogeneity. The meta-analysis relied on aggregated data from published studies. 
Individual patient data were not available for analysis, which could have provided a more detailed understanding of the 
treatment effects and potential predictors of response. The included studies were conducted in various countries, 
potentially introducing variability in the patient demographics, surgical techniques, and follow-up protocols. This may 
limit the generalizability of the findings to a broader population. This meta-analysis primarily focused on assessing the 
outcomes of CXL treatment compared with the preoperative baseline values. It did not include a direct comparison with 
alternative treatments for post-refractive surgery corneal ectasia, limiting its ability to determine the relative efficacy 
of CXL.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this systematic review and meta-analysis suggest that CXL for managing cases of corneal ectasia after 
surgery is a safe and effective technique, successfully arresting or stopping the process of corneal ectasia, improving 
topographic indices, and providing good refractive and visual outcomes with a very low risk of severe complications. 
There is a need to standardize protocols for riboflavin concentration, duration of UV exposure, and classification of 
corneal ectasia severity before treatment for better understanding and indication of this treatment and patient counseling. 
Moreover, conducting a new meta-analysis to validate these findings is essential, especially as more randomized, more 
significant, and longer clinical trials become available for publication.
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